BUILDING WIDE SYSTEMS INTEGRATION FOR HEALTHCARE
POWERED BY BRAINS

A smart hospital is an instrument
of healing
In healthcare, getting information where, when and how you need it is literally a matter of life or
death. But installing the latest and greatest technologies will only get you so far. When you really
understand how clinical, IT and facility systems work together, you can help doctors cure and
patients heal. Metaphorically speaking, your building’s central nervous system can make sure the
brain knows what the body is doing.
Johnson Controls believes that better healthcare is delivered in an efficient building that focuses
on the patient’s clinical outcomes and satisfaction. Yet efficiency comes in many forms. The
clinician’s time, the facility’s utility budget, and the technologies inside the building are all factors
that play a role and must be considered when constructing or retrofitting a healthcare facility.
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Imagine a facility as smart as
your doctors
With our approach to building wide systems integration, we
help healthcare organizations create healing environments
and improve their overall efficiency by integrating the
business and IT, clinical, and building systems, enabling
the building to respond appropriately to patients, staff
and family. An optimized and integrated infrastructure not
only streamlines communications and work flow, it’s an
investment that contributes to future outcomes — reducing
costs and enhancing patient and staff satisfaction, patient
care and the quality of the hospital.
The best time to talk to us about building wide systems
integration is early in your project. Through Technology
Contracting™ we act as a single point of responsibility for
managing integration, installation and service. This approach
reduces risk, minimizes change orders, and meets your
budget and deadlines, with all systems working together on
Day 1.

Harnessing brain power
Whether you’re building a new medical tower or retrofitting
an existing facility, it’s critical that all departments of the
healthcare environment are considered in technology-

related initiatives. By leveraging tools like our Healthcare
Technology Navigation sessions, we provide a structured,
interactive process for quickly assessing and prioritizing
technology needs and investments, helping create a direct
path to tackling the most important needs of the organization
with the most positive impact. The result is enhanced patient
experience and safety, improved workflow, and increased
staff satisfaction.

A healthier bottom line, too
Since 2003, we’ve brought the benefits of building wide
systems integration to more than 80 healthcare facilities
across North America, using our strategic technology
integration expertise to assist in the design and delivery
of smarter facilities and better healthcare at a lower cost.
And as the world’s largest supplier of commercial building
services, HVAC equipment, security, fire, and building
control systems, Johnson Controls has a presence in
more than 50 percent of North American hospitals.
Even in healthcare, there is a difference between working
hard and working smart. Let our building wide systems
integration experts help you achieve the smart, safe,
efficient patient-centered healthcare environment you
want — and your patients deserve.

ENGINEER GENIUS INTO YOUR HOSPITAL’S DNA
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